MEDIA RELEASE

by ROBERT EDESON
ABOUT THE BOOK
Out in the Arizona desert, Walter Reckles emerges unscathed from
an air crash in a classified zone. He’s under intense pressure to
retract his story about hitting an illicit drone – a story that reignites
a century-old feud between the families of Mortiss and Worse.
Meanwhile, in a cave in the Ferendes, Edvard TØssentern has
discovered a wall of indecipherable hieroglyphs and deep inside
the cave something sinister is stirring. Brilliant intelligence analyst
Richard Worse is called in to investigate. Can he live long enough
to discover the truth that will save Reckles and destroy the Mortiss
empire? Things will go from bad to worse before you find out.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Robert Edeson was born in Perth,
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Christ Church Grammar School, the
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KEY POINTS
• A novel where friendship and morality triumph over evil plots
and cunning plans, in a most entertaining way.
•

Edeson’s first novel, The Weaver Fish, won the T.A.G. Hungerford
Award and was subsequently published in the UK and the USA.
Bad to Worse is both sequel and stand-alone.

PRAISE FOR THE AUTHOR
‘Fiendishly clever … unlike anything you’ve read before.’
Books+Publishing
‘That Edeson can balance action clichés with gorgeous scientific
asides is proof of his unique gifts.’ Australian Book Review
‘Congenial characters, a good serve of suspense and a dash of
romance thrown in. More please.’ Adelaide Advertiser
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